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Abstract

We describe an intervention in a code-review class using Tablet PCs. The class, Programming Studio, is a required class for Computer Science students at the junior level, mainly consisting of weekly small-group meetings — 3–6 students, plus a moderator — in which each student presents his or her program for discussion. In the traditional format, each student presented their program by displaying it on the class display. In the Tablet PC format, every student has a copy of the presenter’s program on their tablet; students can draw on the program, with all students seeing every student’s annotations, and can navigate independently in the program. We discuss how the tablets are used, and present the results of an end-of-semester survey indicating that students who participated using both studio formats found the tablets helpful.

1 Problem Statement and Context

Numerous authors have reported on uses of pen-enabled computers in classrooms, both large and small [1,2,6]. In this paper, we report on the use of Tablet PCs in a somewhat different educational environment: a code review class. Tablet PCs can enhance code reviews by making it easier to point to locations in the code, draw pictures to represent data structures and algorithms, and sketch out alternative coding methods.

Students in the Computer Science department at the University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) take CS 242, Programming Studio, typically in the first semester of the junior year. Its purpose is to build individual programming skills by having students do a lot of programming and, more importantly, present their program publicly for discussion each week. Discussion sections have 3 to 6 students, plus a moderator; each presenter plugs into the room display and discusses their program for fifteen to twenty minutes.

In describing the Programming Studio in 2007 [7], we noted, “We need to continually work on maintaining the quality of the discussion in the discussion sections.” Programs are complicated, and it is hard to have a stimulating discussion on something that only one of the interlocutors understands. In our observations, we often found that only one or two
reviewers could completely follow the presentation, while the others got lost at some point and then lost interest. The Tablet PCs were introduced as a way to help the discussions be more engaging and efficient.

Without tablets, the studio set-up is this: The students and moderator sit around a table, with a large monitor at the front, and each student takes a turn presenting their program. With tablets, the physical arrangement is the same, but each student has a Tablet PC (see Figure 1(a)). Each presenter loads their program (usually in multiple files), and it shows up simultaneously on all the tablets. As the presenter explains the program, everyone can write on it, with all the writing being shared. In other words, the students have a shared whiteboard with the current presenter’s program acting as the background image. Furthermore, since each tablet has a separate copy of all the code, each student can explore it independently of the presenter; if the presenter goes too quickly over a portion of the code, a reviewer can remain on that portion while the presenter moves on.

2 Method Employed

The system we introduced in the Studio is a straightforward “shared whiteboard” application, developed using the SLICE framework [3,5]. As each student takes a turn as presenter, he or she loads their program files into the system, where each is represented by a tab. Within each program, the text of the file forms the background of the display; the text cannot be directly edited, but can be annotated upon. All ink strokes entered by any student are immediately shared by all. Figure 1(b) shows the SLICE screen during a studio discussion.

The Tablets provide two capabilities: (1) The ability to write, draw, and point. Drawing is useful to explain the deep structure of a program, data structure, or algorithm; writing makes it easier for reviewers to ask “what if you did it this way?” questions; pointing makes
it easier to draw attention to a particular spot in the program. (2) The ability to explore
the presented program independently of the presenter. Each student can switch tabs and
scroll through the files in the presented programs. This allows a reviewer to spend time
understanding a section of code after the presenter has moved on, or simply to explore it
in a different order than the presenter uses. (A button on the interface allows a student to
synch up with the presenter.) This can allow a reviewer to gain a better understanding of
the presented program — or at least of some part of it — and thus make more substantive
comments about it.

The screenshot in Figure 1(b) comes from a Thursday evening section with six students
(plus a moderator). The screenshot is taken at the end of the discussion. (Lack of space
prevents us from illustrating the sequencing of the annotations.) The assignment was the
well-known eight queens problem. This student’s program consisted of seven files (repre-
sented by the tabs just below the top toolbar), and we are looking at NQueensSolver.java
(the green tab). We can see that the presenter drew a chessboard while explaining his pro-
gram. This image contains ink marks from four of the participants. Timestamps on the ink
strokes indicate that this part of the presentation took about five minutes.

This screen shows several features typical of the use of the tablets:

• Drawings are often used to explain programs.

• On the other hand, the majority of pen strokes are used simply to point (underline,
circle, etc.). When using tablets, students would refer orally simply to “this line” —
indicating the actual line with the pen — whereas without the tablet various locutions
were used to identify places in the program. This is one way the tablets made the
discussion more efficient.

• The interface allows the students to choose from a (small) palette of colors, but does not
assign different colors to them. In practice, the students tended to quickly differentiate
themselves by colors. Of the four participants who made annotations on this file, the
presenter used red, the moderator green, one other student green, and the fourth used
two colors (red and blue).

This figure does not show any examples of participants writing code, which was also
common. It also does not show any uses of “laser strokes.” The laser stroke is a feature
of the interface allowing someone to point to something with a heavy red line which then
disappears when anything else is drawn; it is a way to point to items without leaving the
screen cluttered.

One observation (for which we have no quantified data) is that students very quickly
get into the habit of looking at the code on their own Tablets rather than on the room
display. This may be because the tablets were simply easier to read, or because the students
were taking advantage of the opportunity to review the presenter’s code “out of order.”
Furthermore, the presenters always wrote on the tablets as they presented.

To offer just a few summary statistics on this meeting: During the 70 minutes of the
meeting, the participants annotated programs with a total of 852 ink strokes. These strokes
were not added in uniform numbers by all participants. The most active annotator was the moderator (351 strokes); the most active student added 212 strokes and the least active only 10. Most students wrote most often during their own presentations (though there were exceptions), but varied greatly in the amount of writing they did during other students’ presentations; the most active student added 102 strokes during other students’ presentations, and the least active just 7.

3 Results and Evaluation

To assess the Tablet PC intervention, we did a study in six sections of CS 242 (23 students and 4 moderators). We had students follow the traditional structure for six weeks, then use the tablets for four weeks, and then switch back for three weeks. At the end of the semester (that is, in week 14), we surveyed the twenty-three students in those sections.

The survey instrument was a single page, with nine questions. The first seven were on a sliding scale, the eighth allowed multiple selections from a list, and the last was an open-ended written response question. Figure 2 shows the survey instrument. Figure 3 shows the results for all questions except the last; we summarize the results on the latter below.

In retrospect, on some questions we should have offered more responses; for example, on questions a, b, and e, we should have had an answer in between “somewhat more” and “much more.” Nonetheless, what is striking about the responses is their near unanimity:

- Questions a through e ask, in various forms, whether the students found the tablets helpful or harmful. On questions a and c, not one of the twenty-three students found them harmful, and on d and e, only one student found them harmful. With the exception of b, a significant majority found them useful. On question c, all but two students found that the tablets made it easier to contribute to the discussion.
Figure 3: Survey results. (The inset gives response choices for a–e.)

- Responses to question b show that students were split on the question of whether the discussions using the tablets were more “efficient.” We surmise that technical issues — additional set-up time, and occasional disruptions caused by bugs in the software — detracted from the efficiency of the meetings.

- On question h, concerning the advantages of writing questions versus speaking them, not one student chose “no advantage.” (Note that this question allowed for multiple selections, so the total number of responses is more than twenty-three.)

Question 2 was an open-ended text question requesting feedback on the system. Most of the comments related to shortcomings in the system itself, three in particular: lack of syntax highlighting (mentioned by six students; since added); not being able to present within their normal IDE, or be able to run code (five students); and bugs (two students). There were several positive comments (mainly redundant with questions g and h), and one specific suggestion for a new feature other than syntax highlighting. The answers to this question do demonstrate that students were perfectly willing to make critical comments about the system, suggesting that their responses in question 1 were honest.

4 Future Work

We have presented an application of Tablet PCs in a code review class. The problem we confronted with this class is that reading other people’s code is taxing and may be tedious. The Tablet PCs were introduced as a way to ameliorate this problem. In this paper, we have explained the studio set-up both with and without the tablets, discussed how the students used the tablets, and presented the results of a survey showing that students generally preferred using the tablets over the traditional organization of the studio.
During the study, we also took audio recordings of the studio. With each student wearing a microphone and recording into a separate audio stream, we have a total of over 195 hours of recordings. In [4], we present a mechanical analysis of these recordings, defining a measure we call “active engagement” (related to “turn-taking”). We show that there is a statistically significant increase on this measure between tablet and non-tablet meetings of the studio, which is consistent with, and tends to confirm, the findings of the survey reported here.

5 Additional Resources

SLICE [3,5] is a framework for developing tablet applications for education. We have used it to build several in-class applications as well as the code review application described here. Furthermore, it is substantially device-independent, meaning that a single codebase (which is to say, a single set of Javascript functions) can run the same application on Microsoft Tablet PCs and on Android tablets. The SLICE system is freely available at slice.cs.illinois.edu.
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